
ASSURANCE CONVERSION WITH 

EDB TO PST SOFTWARE FROM 

CRASHED EDB FILES 
 

Exchange Database file commonly known as EDB file is the default extension file 

of Microsoft Exchange Server 2000 and above version. EDB extension file 

perform as a pointer to Exchange Offline Storage Tables (OST) when 

synchronized with MS Outlook as user mailboxes. 

Exchange server when collaborated with the Microsoft Outlook provides a secure 

mailing environment to the user with Exchange fulfil server side of client-server 

mail communication architecture from Microsoft whereas Outlook performs the 

role of mail client with Exchange as its mail server. Before introduction of the 

Exchange 2007 and 2010 versionneed to maintain at least two EDB file. One 

Pub.edb dedicated to shared user communication files while other priv.edb 

dedicated for individual Exchange user mailbox to which user profiles are 

synchronized. 

Later version of the Exchange Server merged both EDB extension file and 

maintains a single EDB file for both public and private communication with file 

name as Mailbox.edb. 



EDB file Corruption!!!!! 

EDB files are no different than any other file when taking in context of file 

corruption. Several factors which affect the accessibility of edb file like jet errors, 

file size issue, exchange server downtime, improper shutdown or virus attack. A 

regular exchange user can understand the circumstances once EDB file get 

Corrupted. This kind of event hit the smoothness of the communication channel. 

At such instance use of EDB to PST Conversion is a better idea when comes 

inaccessibility of Exchange Database file to let the things going on. 

Use Exmerge.exe or Eseutil.exe to perform free of cost mail conversion 

Microsoft provides software which perform free of cost EDB to PST Conversion 

but if these tools proves ineffective when comes the case of intense corruption. 

Also this application fails to convert file format if the size of file is heavy. The 

technicality to use this application is huge user cannot use this software without a 

prior technical knowledge. 

To save time and for secure mail conversion use of third party tool is a better idea. 

Check out a few feature of the Advance EDB to PST Converter utility. 

 Ease to usage and require no efforts from user end. A person with no prior 

technical knowledge can recover data in one go.     

 Allow user to save the recovered file at their favourite location    

http://www.convert-edb-to-pst.info/


 Convert password protected mail     

 Convert mail along with the information of attachments, sender 

information,     receiver details, time and date of sending     and receiving.     

 Option to stop mail conversion process at any time during     the mail 

conversion process    

 Offline, Dismounted, Corrupted, Inaccessible, EDB can be     repaired in one 

go    

 Usage of Advance technology made this tool speedy. 
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